ARM 5.0 Schema Update

Last Updated: 11/05/2014

The revisions identified below are those made to the ARM 5.0 XML Schema and Reference Items since the original publication in March 2014. They are in reverse chronological order.

11/05/2014:

counselor_profile_databag_5_0.xsd:

1. Corrected a lower-case “i” to an upper-case “I in the Counselor_Training_Course_Id element under Counselor_Training.

09/25/2014:

form_9902_databag_5_0.xsd:

1. Revised format of the “form_9902” section to allow for multiple instances of each element name that will be needed if multiple activity types are submitted.
09/02/2014:

simpleTypes.xsd:

2. Revised RefId to change the max total digits from 10 to 18 (backwards compatible).

07/08/2014:

arm.wsdl:

3. Reinstate the postSubmission method and associated data structures.
arm.xsd:

1. Reinstate the postSubmission method and associated data structures.

Reference Data - referenceData.txt

1. Revised text if item id=3 in group 39 Limited English Proficiency Types and group 40 Rural Area Types from “Choose not to respond” to “Chose not to respond”.
06/24/2014:

FORM 9902 - form_9902_databag_5_0.xsd:


2. Change to Elements listed below: Not required for Group_Session_Attendee. Continue to be required for Attendee.

   - Attendee_Rural_Area
   - Attendee_Limited_English_Proficiency
Reference Data - referenceData.txt

1. Added reference items for Group 38 – Activity Types